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‘And GOD said, Let there be a Firmament in the midst of the Waters, and let it divide the Waters
from the Waters. And GOD made the Firmament and divided the Waters which were under the
Firmament from the Waters which were above the Firmament: and it was so. And GOD called
the Firmament Heaven. And the Evening and the Morning were the 2nd Day.’ -Genesis 1:6-8

The purpose of study is to comment on the topics of Space, Aliens and the Flat Earth
Theory. Why? One has had a lot of questions about what one thinks about the subjects.
The topics of the ‘Firmament’, Infinite Space, Aliens and the Flat Earth perspective are
very exhaustive topics and divisive too. One has read and listened to a lot of the
arguments on both sides for each subject but not to the level of being fully convinced
that presently, there is a ‘Firmament’ or ‘Dome’ upon the Earth, that there is no ‘Infinite
Space’, that ‘Aliens’ are the Pro-Creators of Humanity and that the Earth is not a Globe.
One can only share where one is at in the Learning Curve as to these topics. That being
said, one’s World View or in this case, Astronomical View is based on the Bible.
Or at least how one interprets pertinent to each topic. However, it is understood that the
same verses in the Bible are used to disprove the very opposite. One is not out to
‘change’ anyone’s opinion here about all these assertions as such topics cannot be
proven conclusively through mere Science or the Bible Narrative alone. As one who
calls himself an ‘Amateur Astronomer’, one does have an open mind, or try to have
about such theories, on both sides of each issue. All this to say that there are certain
things one does know and certain things that one does not know or can prove either
way. One will only share observations and commentaries on the subjects and where
‘one is at’, until further notice. One has studied certain aspects of the topics and thus
can only share one’s findings. So, this will be interesting for those interested in such
topics. It will be detailed, so have that in mind.
Yes, the evidence for who has access to go to Space and who runs Space as in ‘Space
Agencies’ is controlled by Nazis, Satanists, and Occultists. The modern Space
Programs, especially in the USA were started with the help of all the Nazi Scientists that
were funneled to the USA after World War 2 under the Code Name, Operation Paper
Clip. It has been shown through much evidence and 1st hand Whistleblowers that there
are Non-Human Elements within the U.S. Government. And, for example that the
decision-making process goes beyond the Office of the President that is supposed to be
the ultimate Authority of the Land. This is most probably the case. Such Elements are
said to be in league with the ‘Extra Terrestrial Aliens’. However, these Entities are
nothing but Fallen Angels disguised as such.
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It has been no difference in Ancient History in how ‘Aliens’ interacted with Humanity.
One such example is the Genesis 6 account of how the Fallen Angels sought and
currently still do seek to Genetically Modify Humanity. This ‘League’ is bestowed on the
‘Chosen’ so-called Elite Family Bloodlines that agree to provide all that is required of
Humanity for their Genetic ‘Experimentation’, for example. You do not get to be the
Bezos, Musk’s and Branson’s of the World to launch into Space without making deals.
Case in point, how the Billionaire Space-Sex Race into Inner Space mocked the sacred
act. See chart link for details.
Chart: Space Sex Occult Ritual
https://nebula.wsimg.com/4504e2fe792acc8b90bde6ad6599112a?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331
C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

Others believe the USA did not go to the Moon. That there were no ‘Moon Landings’. Or
that the Moon is essentially hollow as is the Earth. Such believe the Moon Landings
were staged with the help of Hollywood Film Producers like Stanley Kubrick. Or that due
to the Radiation Belt, the NASA Agency did not have the technology to protect its Crews
from passing the Van Allan Belt, etc. However, both cases are true. See evidence of
Moon Bases, cities and Mining Operations. It is said that the ‘Aliens’ who command the
Operations there do not want widespread Human interference.
#233: LUNAR CITIES COVERED-UP?
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-233.html

The reason why NASA has not gone back to the Moon or any other Space Agency is
attempting to, at least returning Mankind to the surface of the Moon is that there is
heavy Alien Base activity there. This same restriction has been applied to quarter-off the
Antarctic for the same reason. Then how would one explain all the footage and eyewitness accounts of countless U.S. Astronauts in particular that spoke later on about
seeing Alien Space Crafts ready to have ‘received’ them? Or is it because such ‘Aliens’
do not want Humanity to discover their true nature, origins and agenda, that is against
Humanity? Apparently, such Agencies like NASA and now Google Moon and Google
Mars have been hard at work docking so many sites that many just ‘slip through’. Or is it
on purpose. Is it part of the ever-incremental Soft Disclosure?
Charts: Lunar Bases and Cities
https://nebula.wsimg.com/54bbdf8ba2b4b78087a8b474444c31b4?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331
C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

One is of the opinion that there were Ancient Civilizations before Adam and Eve on
Earth. That at such a time, there were inter-planetary travel and connections made. The
book of Genesis in the Bible alludes to this condition. The account is really a ‘ReCreation’ of how the Earth ‘became formless and void’. Something catastrophic
happened that affected these connections but the point is that they still exist, although
now it has gone ‘Dark’. Many Bible Scholars believe the ‘corruption’ that occurred not
only on Earth but all of Creation was due to the rebellion of Lucifer and other Angels
that followed suit. What is presently there are just the remnants of a Bygone Age.
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But this Bygone Age, called the ‘Golden Age’ is what the ‘Aliens’ have been seeking,
are and will eventually establish at the end of Human History back on Earth. In human
vernacular, it is the quest of the various Luciferian Secret Society’s to re-establish the
Age through their New World Order, etc. Evidence? Consider that all the Sacred Sites
on Earth, related to Governance and Spiritual Rites are all patterned after the
triangulation of Cydonia, Mars. The point is that the Entities on Mars are still connected
to Earth and rule Earth. See the over 400 triangulations that are mirrored off of the
Cydonia, Mars base.
Cydonia, Mars Triangulation Pattern on Earth’s Sacred Sites
https://onedrive.live.com/?id=F18D5BF95B5644F2%216864&cid=F18D5BF95B5644F2

But again, there are not ‘Aliens’ as many would like to portray them as being. They are
Fallen Angels that seek to use Humanity to destroy Humanity. As the Bible teaches,
they come ‘Masquerading as Angels of Light’ or those Avatars and Guiding Masters,
etc. So, for example, how does one reconcile a 6000-year old Creation account from the
book of Genesis to the Scientific and Legendary evidence of there being Eons of Time
in Earth distant past? In one’s assessment, the Earth is ‘Young’, 6000 years since
Adam, but also ‘Old’ as in Ancient. This assertion is credible as the same tales that
speak of a ‘Flat Earth’ and Dome Model Earth also speak of Eons of Times ago that are
way past 6000 years.
This is one reason why Christian Students get laughed-out of the classes in College
when Science plainly can prove more than 6000 year old artifacts. Such documents that
attest to the prior Ages of the Earth are found in the Book of the Dead from Egypt or the
King’s List of the Sumerians. Then there is the legendary accounts of the Indian ‘Space
Wars’, Flying Ships or Chariots and Nuclear Detonations that occurred, once upon a
time on Earth, etc. According to the Pre-Adamic Civilizations, such are the legends of
Atlantis, Lemuria, Mu, etc. It was the Age of the Titans or the Demigods that ruled the
Earth with Lucifer as their Commander.
The legends speak of how non-Earth locations such as Mars and the Moon head
extensive ‘Bases’ and were mining operations. And there was a direct communication
and common knowledge about their existence and technology. Since the Re-Creation in
Genesis, all this inference of non-Human life and advanced non-Human technology
went underground. Only certain aspects of them were then either taught, as Forbidden
Knowledge. This was the case of the 200 Angels that rebelled on Mount Hermon and
came to disclose the Secrets to Humanity and mix with them genetically.
Or only certain ‘Degrees’ were to be divulged through Initiation Ritual through the Secret
Societies, for example. The topic of Mars is for another story of how it had an
atmosphere, oceans of water and an Advanced Civilization that either were of Angelic
origin or of a non-Human type of race. There is ample evidence that indeed, all Sacred
Sites on Earth for example were situated on either Energy Ley Lines, or Vortices that
served to open Portals or Star Gates. They had the capacity to pierce the dimensions
through what is considered now ‘Magic’ abut also through the Life Essence and Force
of the Blood of Human Sacrifices.
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One such place that presently that is a hotbed of ‘Alien’ activity and operations that has
a ‘hands-off’ policy is Antarctica. Why? It is because it was and is remote. It is ideal for
the ‘Aliens’ or Fallen Angels to conduct a base of operations and activity. Yet the
Predictive Programing in the movies hint at this being a very important clandestine
operation. For example, that it was and still is a Nazi Secret Base. One such example of
a movie has to do with the Crystal Skulls of Indiana Jones, all true. And Ancient
Pyramid structures are being discovered throughout the Frozen Continent. But is it all
‘Frozen’? Then there are those that assert that Humans and the ‘Alien’ Races are
collaborating in work on such bases presently on the Moon, Mars and Antarctica.
Chart: PYRAMID CITIES OF ANTARCTICA
https://nebula.wsimg.com/0a573b035d90bda285624621714c41fc?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331
C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

Now, having all said that as a foundation of one’s knowledge in part, one does not know
for sure, if there is a Firmament still present incapsulating the entire Earth? No. Does
one know if there is ‘Space’ and that it is Deep? No. Can one prove the Sun is the same
size as the Moon as some present as their argument by those espousing the Flat Earth
Model? No. One can only go by the Bible and Observable Science. But one does find it
disturbing and sad that the arguments for a Flat Earth, Aliens and there being no ‘Deep
Space; use the Bible and Science, all the same.
One is of the belief that the whole Flat Earth, Alien and Fake Moon Landings are part of
the Deception to discredit the Biblical Narrative and Scriptures. It is a Psyop to distract
the Believers of Jesus and lead them into such Rabbit Trails to waist precious time in
not propagating and arguing about the Gospel. Realize the Bible is not a Scientific Book
to hang one’s ‘proof’ of Science on. The Bible does give circumstances and events that
from that, one can only extrapolate, like the Pre-Adamic Ages, etc. But also consider
that the Firmament, which was real and Biblical was destroyed by the Flood of Noah.
It was a Canopy that enveloped the entire Earth. It was like a Green House Effect and
why things grew taller and lived longer. It had to do with Oxygen levels and the filteringout of Radiation from ‘Deep’ Space. As to Deep Space? One can measure the length of
Planets, Stars and Objects and their distances based on the Speed of Light. Light
travels through Space, which suggests a medium far beyond the 8000 mile or 1200 Km
circumference of the Earth. So, if the argument is that there is no Deep Space and
everything that is seen is within this Firmament Dome encapsulating the Earth, then
there is no Light then. Light has to be ‘fake’ also.
And consider that the Dome then is only 8000 miles/12000km? And as high as on
average 40 miles? Ok. Then the entire Sun and Moon would only be able to barely fit
within this ‘Dome’. And as it curves, the edges nearest the base could easily be
‘touched’ so verify its validity no? What about the other billon Galaxies? What about the
mini-Solar System like Nemesis that has as 1 of its planets the infamous Nibiru that is
coming-in for a last Fly-By? Surely not beyond 8000 miles away, no? One could use a
Jet to maneuver into its proximity or orbit to verify. Same would go for the Sun and the
Moon. One would be able to follow it on its backsides and take pictures of them.
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As many may know, one loves Biblical Patterns and Typologies. With such a reference
of mind, on has studies the Solar System and come to find out some interesting
correlations. For example, even every Orbit of the Planets are synchronized to the Body
Form that is patterned after the Creator, and of the 7 Chakras for example. This to say
that each Planetary Orbit is contingent upon a Speed, Frequency, Color and Sound.
These properties are the same found in the Human Physical Body, that of the 7 Energy
Points.
SOLAR SYSTEM ACCORDING TO PHI
https://nebula.wsimg.com/83b6a00a8f6cef2d555991d4c17195a0?AccessKeyId=D40106E1331
C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

This to point out that all these orbits cannot fit inside the 8000 mile-wide Dome within
the Earth based on their respective calculated distances. And these are measured from
the Light that is immitted from them, etc. Or what about the Probes being sent to Deep
Space? Was the New Horizon that reached Pluto a farse? And so all the Planets like
the Giant Gas ones of Jupiter exist within the 8000 mile diameter and 40-mile high
Dome?
MEASURE OF CHRIST – SOLAR SYSTEM
https://nebula.wsimg.com/82ea285c9767e5a21e2e64576c10e66d?AccessKeyId=D40106E133
1C24ABD7C3&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

Then every Human on the surface of the Earth could be able to see the Asteroids
plummet the Planets from time-to-time. No? What about the Solar Flares. If the Sun is
then only as big as the Moon, about 2160 miles across, that would not be enough to
cause the Massive Solar Flares that even perturb the Outer Planets. If so, then an EMP
from one of such regular Solar Flares would not be able to fry all the Earth no? There
are interesting arguments on both sides. But for one’s self, it is not an issue or ‘Hill to
Die On’.
Other than yes, at a certain point, the Moon Landings were staged as they practiced the
simulations, but to save face with the Soviets if need be. Yes, the NASA Space
Program is only a Façade and what they really are doing. They only give the Public an
entry level capacity of what they know and have. It is nothing compared to where the
real money goes to and what is being done on Earth, and on the Moon, Mars, Antarctica
in collaboration with the Fallen Angels posing as ‘Aliens’, etc.
There is something there though that is not being disclosed to the Public and the CGI
that is used to airbrush-out or dock pictures and videos is bad. So, is the Earth flat?
Yes. Is the Planet a Globe? Yes. It is a matter of Contextual Referencing. Most are not
considering that at any segment of what one can see with the naked eye on Earth, the
Earth will always appear to be ‘flat’. This is correct. It is like an Ant being on a Giant
Beach Ball. The Sight of Reference will always be ‘flat’. These perspective will always
occur even as Humans take flight in the highest Air Balloons or Air Crafts. It is only
when one enters the Outer Edge of the Earth’s Atmosphere that the curvature will start
to emerge.
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What would conclusively win one over to the Flat Earth, the ‘Aliens’ and there being no
Space camp, would just be very simple. Would anyone who does believe
wholeheartedly in such suppositions have or know of anyone that does have the
equipment, and the ability to please take a picture of the back side of the Moon or the
Sun for that matter as it is revolving around the Earth’s 8000-mile Circumference
Dome? That would do it.
Should be simple. If the Sun and Moon just revolve around each other within 30-40
miles high in the Sky from every Human Being down below in the surface, can someone
please take a picture or even land on them, if they are only 30 miles wide as some
purport? One’s verdict? It is not going to happen. And would not the 2 Bodies, the Sun
and the Moon be prone to collide with each other within this 8000-mile wide Dome at
some point in time? Are their routes fixed?
Where is their shadow cast on Earth, in the case of the Moon? What keeps them in
sync, if it is also not believed that Gravity exists? As one can sense, one has more
questions than can be answered. The facts and reality are known. But until one is
‘Initiated’ and sworn to secrecy, one is left to the pretends of those that control and rule
the Skies and Space, the Prince of the Power of the Air.
Is it not interesting that Von Braun’s tomb stone has Psalm 19 on it?
To Infinite and Beyond!
________________________
Main Sources
Wikipedia.com
Something Huge is Happening!
Steve Greer
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fX4SoGYS8Fk
Planet Size Comparison HD by Discovery Channel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iJiZkcqf14g
The Universe in 3D: Planet & Star Size Comparison
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RePa0VqIs8s
ASTEROIDS Size Comparison
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bSkPNMjRRio
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